On [l].
[l] consists primarily of the proof of the following lemma and an addendum. Let T be any selfadjoint operator in 3C, a Hubert space, *y a closed subspace in 3C, P the orthogonal projection of 3C onto yj x The addendum of [l] asserts that a remark credited to G. Lumer in the acknowledgment of [4] is incorrect. However, the remark is correct in the context of bounded operators, which clearly was the context intended by Williams [4] . In that context, T 0 -ATA is obviously selfadjoint whenever A and T are.
On [2]
. Let S and T be densely defined closed linear operators in 3C; [2] OUR PROOFS. The corollary is a special case of the theorem; alternately, replace P by S in the above proof. For the theorem £)(TS) is dense as above, and (rS)*=(r**S**)* = [(5*r*)*]*H(5*r*)** 2S*r*, equality holding iff S*T* is closed. But the latter is true by [3, Theorem IV 2.7(i)].
On when (TS)* = S*T*.
It should be observed, without further elaboration, that the question of [2 ] has a fairly general answer via the Fredholm theory (e.g., see [3] ). PROPOSITION 
If Tand S are Fredholm operators, then (TS) * = S*T*.

PROOF. Let K denote the index of an operator. Since (TS)*^>S*T*, it is sufficient to demonstrate that K((TS)*) = K(S*T*).
By the
Fredholm theory, one has K((TS)*) = -K(TS) = -K(T) -K(S) = K(T*) +K(S*)=K(S*T*).
ADDITIONAL REMARK. We have found that Proposition 1, with T just closed, was shown in [5] ; see also [6, Lemma 2.3] . Accordingly we state: PROPOSITION 
Let T and S be densely defined linear operators in a Hilbert space. If S is closed and R(S) has finite codimension, then
(rs)*=s*r*.
PROOF. AS in [5, Lemma 4.1]. More specifically: T closed is not needed (e.g., by referring to [3] ); N(S) and R(S) closed are implied by the hypotheses; dim N(S) need not be finite; and the bound [5, (4. 3)] holds when 5 and R(S) are closed.
Further ramifications are conceivable (e.g., assume a little more on T, a little less on S), as well as extensions to normed linear spaces, etc. On the other hand, Proposition 2 is rather sharp for arbitrary T in that the conditions on S are those generally required both to conclude that (TS)* exists and that S*T* is closed.
